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workshop: tyros o.s.

Did  you  follow  mmy  worrksshop  inn  Aprril?    If  you  did  you  will  nnow  knnow  how  to  mmaake,  aannd  edit,  aa
baassic  MIDI  ssonng  rrecorrdinng.    Todaay  we’’rre  goinng  to  connverrt  it  to  aaudio...  

Converting a MIDI recording to audio

One  of  the  joys  of  recording  in  the  MIDI  format,  as  we  discovered,  is  that  you  can  correct  any  wrong  notes  -
something  you  can’t  do  if  you  record  straight  away  in  the  audio  format.    The  downside,  however,  is  that  you  can’t  use
a  MIDI  recording  to  burn  a  CD  or  share  your  music  via  the  internet.    Happily  if  your  instrument  has  both  a  MIDI  and
AUDIO  recorder/player  you’ll  be  able  to  convert  your  MIDI  recording  into  a  broadcast  quality  audio  file  that  you  will
then  be  able  to  use  as  the  basis  for  that  CD.

Converting a MIDI recording to audio

Note: If you don’t have an audio recorder built into your
instrument you’ll still be able to convert your MIDI
recording - using an audio recording program on your
computer or iPad via an app such as Yamaha’s Cloud
Audio Recorder instead.

1 Load  your  MIDI  song
Or record a new one if you didn’t save it from last 
time.  If you recall, I recorded Jeepers Creepers... 
(fig.2).  I can let you have a copy of mine by email if
you like but it’s only about 12 bars long. 

1: Press REC & STOP together to start a new 
audio recording.  The red light begins to flash.

Fig.1

Fig.2

2: Press PLAY (immediately 
followed by PLAY in SONG area.)

3: Press PLAY (immediately after 
pressing  PLAY in the AUDIO area.)

4: Press STOP to end the recording
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2 Press  [REC]  and  [STOP]  together  
Press [REC] and [STOP] in the AUDIO RECORDER 
/ PLAYER area of the panel (see ‘Fig.1/1’).  This 
creates a new audio recording whose file number 
appears in the screen (fig.3). 

3 Then, whilst the light in the REC button is flashing, 
press [PLAY] in the AUDIO RECORDER (fig.1/2) - 
immediately followed by [PLAY] in the SONG area 
(fig.1/3).  As the MIDI song plays it is recorded by 
the AUDIO recorder. The REC MONITOR shows the 
volume level of the incoming music (don’t let it stray
into the red) and the ‘clock’ in the top right of the 
screen tracks the progress of the recording (fig.4). 

4   When the song finishes, press [STOP] in the AUDIO
RECORDER (fig.1/4) to end the audio recording.

5 You can check the recording by pressing [PLAY] 
(fig.1/2) to hear playback of the audio file.

6 To see the audio file select FILE from the screen (fig.5).

7 This takes you to the AUDIO page where you will 
see your newly recorded file together with any other
audio files you’ve previously recorded (fig.6).

8 Press COPY at the bottom of the screen (fig.6).

9 To copy the audio file to a USB device (so that you 
can email it to friends, post the recording on social 
media or burn a CD), insert the USB device and 
wait until the USB1 tab appears at the top of the 
screen (fig.6). 

10 Select the USB1 tab and choose PASTE at the 
bottom of the screen.  Your audio file is copied to 
the USB device and appears on its AUDIO page 
(fig.7)

That’s all.  The audio file is now in broadcast quality
.wav format.  You can import this into programs such
as Windows Media Player or iTunes and from there
burn it to CD if you wish.  You may prefer to convert the
file again to a compressed audio format such as mp3
(and programs are widely available to do this).  With
MP3 you will lose some of the sound quality, although
most people don’t notice the loss, but you will also
dramatically reduce the file size if you intend to share
your recording on social media.

Fig.3
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